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A B S T R A C T   

Objective: To investigate the utility of quantitative susceptibility mapping (QSM) and diffusion kurtosis imaging 
(DKI) as complementary tools in characterizing pathological changes in the deep grey nuclei in early Parkinson’s 
disease (PD) and their clinical correlates to aid in diagnosis of PD. 
Method: Patients with a diagnosis of PD made within a year and age-matched healthy controls were recruited. All 
participants underwent clinical evaluation using the Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale (MDS-UPDRS III) 
and Hoehn & Yahr stage (H&Y), and brain 3 T MRI including QSM and DKI. Regions-of-interest (ROIs) in the 
caudate nucleus, putamen, globus pallidus, and medial and lateral substantia nigra (SN) were manually drawn to 
compare the mean susceptibility (representing iron deposition) and DKI indices (representing restricted water 
diffusion) between PD patients and healthy controls and in correlation with MDS-UPDRS III and H&Y, focusing 
on susceptibility value, mean diffusivity (MD) and mean kurtosis (MK). 
Results: There were forty-seven PD patients (aged 68.7 years, 51% male, disease duration 0.78 years) and 16 
healthy controls (aged 67.4 years, 63% male). Susceptibility value was increased in PD in all ROIs except the 
caudate, and was significantly different after multiple comparison correction in the putamen (PD: 64.75 ppb, HC: 
44.61 ppb, p = 0.004). MD was significantly higher in PD in the lateral SN, putamen and caudate, the regions 
with the lowest susceptibility value. In PD patients, we found significant association between the MDS-UPDRS III 
score and susceptibility value in the putamen after correcting for age and sex (β = 0.21, p = 0.003). A composite 
DKI-QSM diagnostic marker based on these findings successfully differentiated the groups (p < 0.0001) and had 
“good” classification performance (AUC = 0.88). 
Conclusions: QSM and DKI are complementary tools allowing a better understanding of the complex contribution 
of iron deposition and microstructural changes in the pathophysiology of PD.   
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1. Introduction 

Parkinson’s disease (PD) is characterized by resting tremor, muscle 
rigidity, bradykinesia and postural instability. These symptoms are 
attributed to the loss of dopaminergic neurons in the substantia nigra 
(SN) and intraneuronal Lewy bodies, and progressively worsen with 
time (Damier et al., 1999). PD is diagnosed largely based on clinical 
discrimination, making it hard to detect early stages of the disease and 
hard to assess its severity compared with other causes of parkinsonism 
(Hughes et al., 2002). 

Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) has been used to assess features of 
parkinsonism as it is able to quantify microstructural damage through 
assessment of the diffusion properties of white matter. DTI is sensitive to 
degeneration in the substantia nigra (SN), corpus callosum, and the 
cingulate and temporal cortices in PD (Atkinson-Clement et al., 2017). 
DTI assumes that the diffusion of water molecules occurs in a free and 
unrestricted environment, and the diffusion displacement follows a 
Gaussian model. However, diffusion heterogeneity in biological tissues 
exists due to cellular barriers, complex water exchange and compart-
mentalization leading to the restriction of water and structural 
complexity (Basser and Jones, 2002; Lu et al., 2006). Hence, water 
molecular diffusion would deviate from random Brownian motion and 
follow a non-Gaussian distribution instead. Diffusion kurtosis imaging 
(DKI) accounts for this variation, providing a more accurate model to 
study non-Gaussian water diffusion in biological tissue (Steven et al., 
2014). The heterogeneity and complexity of grey matter structures are 
reflected by increased kurtosis on DKI, and studies have shown that DKI 
is a more sensitive means for severity evaluation in PD (Wang et al., 
2011; Zhang et al., 2015). 

Iron plays an important role in numerous biological processes in the 
human brain such as DNA synthesis and myelination (Rouault, 2013). 
Although aberrant and excessive iron deposition found in post-mortem 
studies has been linked to the pathology and pathogenesis of many 
neurodegenerative diseases like PD (Griffiths and Crossman, 1993), high 
iron deposition in deep grey matter remains a nonspecific finding (Sian- 
Hülsmann et al., 2011). The exact role of iron in the pathogenesis of PD 
remains unclear. Nevertheless, iron deposition in the pars compacta of 
the substantia nigra parallels the loss of dopaminergic neurons (Dusek 
et al., 2012; Dusek et al., 2015). Quantitative susceptibility mapping 
(QSM) is an MR imaging technique that has been used to evaluate PD 
(Ghassaban et al., 2019a). QSM allows for non-invasive quantification of 
iron deposition in tissues through measurement of relative magnetic 
susceptibility in the tissue. It identifies differences in iron, calcification 
and myelin in diseased and healthy brain tissues (Langkammer et al., 
2012; Wang and Liu, 2015) and is potentially better than conventional 
T2-weighted and T2*-weighted sequences which lack specificity in 
characterizing histopathological events in the deep grey matter (Alke-
made et al., 2017). A number of QSM studies have found higher mag-
netic susceptibility in the red nucleus and substantia nigra of PD patients 
than healthy controls (Barbosa et al., 2015; Azuma et al., 2016). 
Recently, one study has shown that those patients with the highest iron 
content also have higher Movement Disorder Society Unified Parkin-
son’s Disease Rating Scale (MDS-UPDRS) scores (Ghassaban et al., 
2019b; Sethi et al., 2019). The combination of DKI and QSM may be 
useful for the diagnosis of neurological disease as DKI can interrogate 
the microstructural complexity of tissue while QSM is sensitive to 
changes in local susceptibility due to the presence of diamagnetic (cal-
cium) and paramagnetic (iron) materials (Welton et al., 2019). 

In this study, we investigated the utility of QSM and DKI as com-
plementary tools in characterizing pathological changes in deep grey 
nuclei in early PD and their clinical correlates. We hypothesized that, in 
the basal ganglia of patients with PD relative to healthy controls, that 
iron concentration would be higher, diffusivity would be higher and 
kurtosis would be lower, and that a combined biomarker based on these 
measures would be sensitive to PD diagnosis. 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Subjects 

This study was approved by the institutional ethics committee of 
SingHealth. Written consent was obtained from all study participants. 
Patients were recruited if they fulfilled the criteria for PD diagnosis as 
defined by the Advisory Council of the United States National Institute of 
Neurological Disorders and Stroke (Gelb et al., 1999). The PD diagnoses 
were made <1 year before recruitment, with the onset of cardinal motor 
symptoms occurring <2 years before diagnosis (Huang et al., 2019). 
Patients with PD plus syndromes, atypical Parkinsonism with a poor 
levodopa response and PD diagnoses changed after clinical follow-up of 
at least 3 years were excluded from this analysis. Healthy controls were 
volunteers of a similar age, without neurodegenerative diseases and 
examined by the investigators. All participants were English or Man-
darin speaking and had the ability to read or write in English or Man-
darin. Participants who were older than 90 years or younger than 21 
years of age, with a history of clinical or symptomatic stroke, active 
malignancy, end-organ failure, significant orthopaedic abnormalities 
that affected movement and/or other significant neurological or psy-
chiatric conditions were excluded. Motor subtyping was based on 
Stebbins’ method using MDS-UPDRS part II and III (Stebbins et al., 
2013). All participants underwent clinical motor evaluation using the 
MDS-UPDRS III and modified Hoehn and Yahr (H&Y) staging. 

2.2. Brain MRI 

MRI was performed on a 3.0 Tesla scanner (Skyra, Siemens Health-
care, Erlangen, Germany) with a 32-channel head coil. A three- 
dimensional whole brain multi-echo gradient recalled echo (GRE) T2*- 
weighted imaging sequence was acquired using the following parame-
ters: TR = 53 ms, TE = 7.5/14.8/20/26.4 ms, FA = 15◦, matrix = 256 ×
192, slice thickness = 2 mm, FOV = 230 mm × 172 mm, resolution =
0.9 × 0.9 × 2 mm, acquisition time = 7:18. 

DKI was acquired with a spin-echo echo planar imaging (SE-EPI) 
sequence using the following parameters: TR = 10118 ms, TE = 102 ms, 
FA = 90◦, matrix = 122 × 122, slice thickness = 2.5 mm, FOV = 220 
mm × 220 mm, resolution = 1.8 × 1.8 × 2.5 mm, acquisition time =
11:09, the same set of 30 diffusion-encoding directions each at b-values 
= 1000 and 2000 s/mm2. Three non-diffusion-weighted volumes (b = 0) 
were also acquired, spaced uniformly in the acquisition to address signal 
drift. 

We also performed a sagittal T1 MPRAGE (TR = 1900 ms, TE = 2.44 
ms, TI = 900 ms, matrix = 256 × 256, slice thickness = 1 mm, FOV =
250 mm × 250 mm, resolution = 1 × 1 × 1 mm) and T2 FLAIR (TR =
7000 ms, TE = 132 ms, TI = 2210 ms, matrix = 256 × 256, slice 
thickness = 4 mm, FOV = 220 mm × 220 mm, resolution = 0.86 × 0.86 
× 4 mm). All other sequences were acquired parallel to the anterior- 
posterior commissures (AC-PC). 

2.3. DKI post-processing 

Eddy current distortions were corrected with an affine intrasubject 
registration to the respective individual b0 image by means of the eddy 
correction procedure implemented in FSL (Oxford Centre for Functional 
MRI of the Brain, Oxford, United Kingdom). DKI tensor estimation was 
done using Diffusional Kurtosis Estimator (DKE) 2.6 (Medical University 
of South Carolina, Charleston, SC) (Tabesh et al., 2011) which smoothed 
the data using the Gaussian kernel, rotated the b-matrix, masked back-
ground voxels, estimated the diffusion tensors and calculated the pa-
rameters. DKI parameter maps were co-registered using in-house 
software written in MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, MA). Parameters 
obtained were mean, axial and radial diffusivity (MD, AD, RD), frac-
tional anisotropy (FA), mean, axial and radial kurtosis (MK, AK, RK) and 
kurtosis fractional anisotropy (KFA). 
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2.4. QSM post-processing 

QSM post-processing was performed using SPIN software (SpinTech 
Inc., Bingham Farms, USA). Channel-combined magnitude images were 
generated from the multichannel complex images by the root sum of 
squares of the multichannel magnitude images. Brain extraction based 
on magnitude images was performed using FSL Brain Extraction Tool 
(BET2). Phase images of different TEs were unwrapped using the 3D 
sorting by reliability following a non-continuous path (3D-SRNCP) al-
gorithm. Background field phase was removed from the unwrapped 
phase images using a truncated singular value decomposition (TSVD) 
implementation of Sophisticated Harmonic Artifact Reduction for Phase 
data (SHARP). Regularized k-space inverse filtering was performed on 
the processed phase images to generate the initial QSM images. An 
iterative k-space algorithm was used on the initial QSM images to yield 
the final mean susceptibility (iron deposition) map (Barbosa et al., 2015; 
Haacke et al., 2010). QSM data are reported as parts per billion (ppb). 
Since free iron contributes minimally to the measured susceptibility 
value, the susceptibility value mainly refers to the iron that is bound 
with ferritin. 

2.5. Image analysis 

Regions-of-interest (ROIs) in the caudate, putamen, globus pallidus 
(GP), and medial and lateral SN were manually drawn by two inde-
pendent raters (after rigorous intensive training) blinded to subject 
status on anatomically consistent sections, pre-selected after thorough 
radiological review of both DKI and QSM images across the cohort of 
both PD patients and controls, under supervision by a neuroradiologist 
with >20 years of practice and significant experience in SN ROI place-
ment germane to PD. Rater 1 repeated ROI placement on a separate 
session 6 weeks later. The best slice that enabled the largest possible ROI 
placement for each grey nucleus and representative of the 3D nuclear 
structures was chosen for ROI placement bilaterally for all structures of 
interest (Fig. 1). The mean value was computed for each ROI. 

For DKI, ROIs of the GP, putamen and caudate were drawn on the b0 
maps on slices + 5 mm (2 slices), +7.5 mm (3 slices) and + 10 mm (4 
slices) above that containing the AC-PC respectively. For QSM images, 

ROIs were drawn on best matching slices at + 4 mm (2 slices), +6mm (3 
slices) and + 8 mm (4 slices) above the most superior cut containing the 
red nucleus (this cut also contained the AC-PC) respectively. These ROIs 
maximized the largest possible nuclear coverage along the boundaries of 
each structure, and were visually checked immediately against the FA 
maps to ensure that the ROI margins do not bleed into the cerebrospinal 
fluid and white matter in the adjacent lateral ventricular frontal horn 
and capsules respectively. 

The margins of the smaller SN were less distinct on the DKI than QSM 
images, which precluded direct manual SN segmentation. Yet, repro-
ducibility of ROI placement between the two raters on both sets of DKI 
and QSM images across the entire cohort containing PD patients and 
controls is important. The DKI and QSM slice for SN ROI placement was 
determined based on the best cut that afforded both consistent place-
ment of two circular ROIs and identification of the anatomy. These were 
the slice immediately below the red nucleus for DKI images, and the 
most inferior slice where both the red nucleus and SN were visualized for 
QSM images. Circle ROIs with a diameter of 5.4 mm (as anatomically 
constrained by SN width), and divided into medial and lateral ROIs, 
were drawn to capture known spatial differences in degeneration 
(Vaillancourt et al., 2009) in the SN. 

2.6. Statistical analysis 

Statistical analyses were performed using R (version 3.4.2). Intra- 
and inter-rater reliability of the DTI/DKI and QSM values extracted from 
the ROIs was assessed by intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC). ROI 
measurements from Rater 1 was used for all analyses. Group de-
mographics were compared using t-tests, and Chi-square tests. We 
analyzed MD and MK as the primary diffusion and kurtosis measures. 
FA, KFA, AD, RD, AK and RK were included as secondary outcomes. All 
variables were inspected to confirm normal distribution and the 
appropriate parametric or non-parametric test applied. Statistical sig-
nificance was defined as p < 0.05. For each set of tests in the primary 
outcomes (susceptibility value, MD and MK), we corrected for multiple 
comparisons using the Bonferroni method (i.e., for 3 measures and 5 
ROIs, 0.05/15 = 0.003). 

Independent samples t-tests were used to compare susceptibility 

Fig. 1. ROI placement at the substantia nigra, globus pallidus, putamen and caudate on DKI B0 and FA maps, and QSM.  
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value and DKI indices between PD patients and HC. To test association of 
the primary imaging measures with clinical scores in the PD group, we 
performed linear regression controlling for age and sex for the MDS- 
UPDRS III and H&Y stage. Linear regression was performed between 
susceptibility value and MD/MK in each region, controlling for age and 
sex. For each regression, we reported the unstandardized β coefficient 
and 95% confidence intervals (CI). Normality of the residuals was 
confirmed for all regressions. Based on the findings, we formed a com-
posite PD diagnostic DKI-QSM marker which combined the measures 
found with significant results in a simple formula. In a post-hoc analysis, 
the performance of this marker in discriminating PD and control groups 
was analyzed using the receiver operating characteristic curve. 

3. Results 

3.1. Sample characteristics 

We included 47 early PD patients (24 males, mean age 68.7 years) 
and 16 healthy controls (10 males, mean age 67.4 years; Table 1). All 
patients were on medication and free from major cognitive impairment. 
There were no significant differences in age or gender between PD and 
HC groups. Twenty-eight of the PD patients were tremor dominant, 1 
rigidity dominant, 14 bradykinesia dominant and 4 others. Review of 
the T2 FLAIR images by a neuroradiologist with >2 decades of experi-
ence revealed no visual differences in grey matter nuclei between PD 
patients and controls in terms of atrophy, iron deposition or gliosis. The 
intra-rater ICC was classed as “very good” (ICC > 0.85) for all QSM and 
DKI ROIs, while the inter-rater ICC was “very good” (ICC > 0.85) and 
“good” (ICC > 0.7) for all QSM and DKI ROIs respectively (Cicchetti, 
1994). 

3.2. Group differences in susceptibility value and diffusion kurtosis 

There were no differences in ROI size between groups. In addition, 
there were no differences in ROI measurements between hemispheres, 
and therefore the ROI measurements were pooled across the hemi-
spheres. We found overall elevated susceptibility value in the basal 
ganglia across all ROIs in PD patients compared to controls (Fig. 2; 
Table 2) except the caudate nucleus. We found a significant group dif-
ference in susceptibility value in the putamen (PD: 64.75 ppb, HC: 44.61 
ppb, p = 0.004) which passed multiple comparison correction. In PD 
patients, the highest levels of iron were detected in the globus pallidus 
(133.71 ppb) and the medial SN (110.32 ppb). By comparison, the 
lateral SN (87.64 ppb) had much lower iron than the medial SN. 

For the primary diffusion and kurtosis measures, we found a pattern 
of significantly increased MD in PD in all regions except the medial SN 
and GP, and of similar MK across all regions (Fig. 2; Table 3). The largest 
difference in MD was observed in the caudate, with the PD group having 
significantly higher MD that passed multiple comparison correction (PD: 
1.16, HC: 0.96; p < 0.001). Inspection of differences in the secondary 

diffusion measures (Table S1) revealed that this MD difference was 
driven by an increase in the RD (p < 0.001), but not AD (p = 0.426). 
Caudate FA was also affected (p = 0.015) and elevated in PD due to the 
combination of increased RD and unchanged AD. No group difference in 
the caudate was reflected in the MK, but inspection of the secondary 
kurtosis measures revealed a lower KFA in PD (p = 0.006). 

Table 1 
Study demographics. Values are given as mean (SD). P-values are for a t-test or 
chi-square test (for sex).  

Clinico-Demographics PD HC T-value P-value 

Age, years 68.7 (8.3) 67.4 (6.4) − 0.55  0.587 
Number 47 16   
Sex   0.63  0.428 

Male 24 (51%) 10 (63%)   
Female 23 (49%) 6 (37%)   

H&Y 1.66 (0.48) –   
MDS-UPDRS III 23.49 (9.86) –   
Disease duration, years 0.78 (0.56) –   

PD, Parkinson’s Disease; HC, Healthy Controls; H&Y, Hoehn & Yahr stage; MDS- 
UPDRS III, Movement Disorder Society-Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale 
Part III; SD, standard deviation. 

Fig. 2. Group differences in susceptibility value, and primary diffusion and 
kurtosis indices on QSM and DKI respectively in each region of interest. Looking 
horizontally, the iron deposition (first row) was higher in PD than controls for 
all regions except the caudate, and the putamen and caudate are differentiated 
as having low kurtosis (last row). Looking vertically, the differences in diffu-
sivity occurred in the regions of relatively low iron deposition and low kurtosis. 
Error bars represent 95% confidence interval. 
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Significant group differences in the primary diffusion measure, MD, 
were also found in the putamen (PD: 1.11, HC: 0.99; p = 0.013) and 
lateral SN (PD: 1.35, HC: 1.21; p = 0.029) (Table S1), with the PD group 
having higher MD, although these did not pass Bonferroni correction. 
Closer investigation of the secondary measures revealed that the puta-
men difference followed a similar pattern to that of the caudate, with 
increased RD (p = 0.004) and unchanged AD (p = 0.238), and un-
changed kurtosis measures except for a reduced KFA (p = 0.047). The 
higher MD in the lateral SN in PD was also driven predominantly by the 
radial (p = 0.042) rather than the axial component, and there were no 
differences in any other secondary measure. There were no significant 
differences in either primary or secondary diffusion and kurtosis mea-
sures in the GP and medial SN, which were regions with the highest 
susceptibility value. 

3.3. Association with clinical scores 

In PD patients, we found a significant direct association between the 
MDS-UPDRS III score and iron deposition in the putamen (β coefficient 
= 0.21 [0.08, 0.35], p = 0.003) which passed multiple comparison 
correction (Table 4), as consistent with the significant group difference 
in susceptibility value in the putamen. We also found significant asso-
ciation between H&Y stage and susceptibility value in the putamen (β 

coefficient = 0.01 [0.00, 0.02], p = 0.034), although this did not pass 
multiple comparison correction. Last, the MD in the caudate was 
significantly associated with H&Y stage (β coefficient = 1.09 [0.21, 
1.96], p = 0.016), but this also was not significant after multiple com-
parison correction. 

We did not find any significant associations between the primary 
diffusion and kurtosis measures and QSM when controlling for age and 
sex in any region (Table S2). 

3.4. Composite DKI-QSM biomarker 

The marker was formed from the product of the putamen iron, pu-
tamen RD, caudate RD and caudate FA, divided by the product of the 
putamen KFA and the caudate KFA.   

The measurements in the marker above were selected based on 
whether they had a significant group effect individually and whether 
they were already closely related to other significant measures. For 
example, for the putamen, where both the MD and RD were significant 
individually, only the RD was included in the composite because the MD 
is already formed from the RD and thus adds minimal unique informa-
tion. With this approach, we also distinguished “diffusion” from “kur-
tosis” measures, so FA and KFA would both be included if significant, as 

Table 2 
Comparison of susceptibility value on QSM between Parkinson’s disease patients 
and healthy controls by means of t-test for each region of interest.  

Grey nuclei Mean susceptibility, ppb (SD) T-value P-value 
PD HC 

Globus pallidus 133.71 (60.43) 109.06 (43.91) − 1.50  0.140 
Putamen 64.75 (24.39) 44.61 (17.70) − 3.03  0.004 ** 
Caudate 35.84 (17.44) 36.81 (17.10) 0.19  0.847 
Lateral SN 87.64 (45.17) 77.32 (31.88) − 0.82  0.416 
Medial SN 110.32 (56.09) 89.68 (51.90) − 1.26  0.212 

PD, Parkinson’s Disease; HC, Healthy Controls; SN, substantia nigra; SD, stan-
dard deviation. 
** p < 0.005 

Table 3 
Comparison of the deep grey nuclear primary DKI indices between PD and HC groups by independent samples t-test.  

Deep Grey Nuclei Mean MD, 10-3mm2/s (SD) T-value P-value Mean MK (SD) T-value P-value 
PD HC PD HC 

Globus pallidus 1.292 (0.171) 1.251 (0.117) − 0.88  0.383 1.258 (0.213) 1.242 (0.161) − 0.26  0.795 
Putamen 1.105 (0.174) 0.987 (0.141) − 2.63  0.013 * 0.873 (0.083) 0.874 (0.128) 0.04  0.969 
Caudate 1.156 (0.265) 0.957 (0.103) − 4.04  <0.001 ** 0.787 (0.070) 0.780 (0.097) − 0.28  0.778 
Lateral SN 1.345 (0.217) 1.206 (0.175) − 2.49  0.029 * 1.254 (0.126) 1.278 (0.118) 0.64  0.526 
Medial SN 1.316 (0.136) 1.348 (0.161) 0.71  0.445 1.306 (0.211) 1.251 (0.133) − 1.19  0.240 

PD, Parkinson’s Disease; HC, Healthy Controls; SN, substantia nigra; MD, mean diffusivity; MK, mean kurtosis; SD, standard deviation. 
* p < 0.05 
** p < 0.005 

Table 4 
Linear regression between primary imaging measures (mean susceptibility, MD 
and MK) and MDS-UPDRS III or H&Y score for each region.  

Clinical Motor 
Measure /Deep Grey 
Nuclei 

β coefficient (95% CI), p-value 
Mean 
susceptibility, ppb 

MD, 10-3mm2/s MK 

MDS-UPDRS III 
Globus pallidus 0.04 (-0.02, 0.10), 

0.165 
21.92 (-0.43, 
44.27), 0.054 

− 0.20 (-18.29, 
17.89), 0.983 

Putamen 0.21 (0.08, 0.35), 
0.003 ** 

15.75 (-5.02, 
36.51), 0.134 

6.16 (-31.51, 
43.83), 0.744 

Caudate − 0.07 (-0.28, 
0.14), 0.508 

8.18 (-6.85, 
23.21), 0.280 

23.22 (− 23.81, 
70.24), 0.327 

Lateral SN 0.01 (-0.08, 0.09), 
0.853 

10.46 (-5.83, 
26.75), 0.204 

− 21.19 (-49.45, 
7.07), 0.139 

Medial SN 0.06 (-0.01, 0.12), 
0.071 

− 7.07 (-31.94, 
17.79), 0.571 

− 2.02 (-20.28, 
16.23), 0.825  

H&Y 
Globus pallidus 0.00 (0.00, 0.01), 

0.229 
1.13 (-0.26, 
2.51), 0.110 

0.38 (-0.73, 
1.49), 0.494 

Putamen 0.01 (0.00, 0.02), 
0.034 * 

1.22 (-0.04, 
2.48), 0.058 

0.40 (-1.91, 
2.72), 0.728 

Caudate − 0.01 (-0.02, 
0.01), 0.377 

1.09 (0.21, 
1.96), 0.016 * 

0.50 (-2.39, 
3.39), 0.730 

Lateral SN 0.00 (0.00, 0.01), 
0.658 

0.69 (-0.31, 
1.68), 0.174 

− 1.35 (-3.08, 
0.38), 0.124 

Medial SN 0.00 (0.00, 0.01), 
0.267 

− 0.91 (-2.42, 
0.61), 0.235 

0.37 (-0.75, 
1.49), 0.511 

MD, mean diffusivity; MK, mean kurtosis; H&Y, Hoehn & Yahr stage; MDS- 
UPDRS III, Movement Disorder Society-Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating 
Scale Part III; SN, substantia nigra. 
* p < 0.05 
** p < 0.005 

CompositeDiagnosticMarker =
PutamenQSM × PutamenRD × CaudateRD × CaudateFA

PutamenKFA × CaudateKFA   
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was the case for the caudate nucleus. 
The resulting marker was significantly different between PD and 

control groups (Mann-Whitney U test: U = 494, p < 0.0001) with an area 
under a curve of 0.88, suggesting a “good” classification performance 
(Fig. 3). At the optimal cut-point of 53.79 (determined by the Youden 
method), the sensitivity and specificity were 86% and 71%, respectively. 

4. Discussion 

Developing new biomarkers to aid in the diagnosis and under-
standing the mechanisms of early PD is critical. DKI and QSM are both 
techniques which could contribute information about microstructural 
pathology in the basal ganglia for complementary assessment in early 
PD. We found group differences in both susceptibility value and diffu-
sivity of the basal ganglia which also related to motor performance even 
in early PD patients, and that, together, these differences had value in 
the classification of early PD patients. 

4.1. QSM 

Susceptibility value varied widely across the grey nuclei, being 
highest in the GP and lowest in the caudate (Fig. 2) in all subjects, which 
corresponded to histochemical values in the literature (Hallgren and 
Sourander, 1958). We found a trend of greater susceptibility value in PD 
patients than controls, albeit not statistically significant, and possibly 
attributed to the early stages of PD in our patient group. Iron contributes 
to neurodegeneration seen in PD through generating free radicals which 
cause neuronal death through oxidative stress (Rouault, 2013; Zecca 
et al., 2004). Iron also induces structural changes and fibrillation of 
alpha-synuclein, leading to metabolic disturbances in cerebellar granule 
neurons (Chou et al., 2008; Uversky et al., 2001). Oxidative stress has 
been found to cause oligodendrocyte apoptosis and demyelination, 
causing an inflammatory response and leading to infiltration and pro-
liferation of microglia and macrophages and astrogliosis, which may 
contribute to the selective degeneration of dopaminergic neurons in the 
nigrostriatal pathway (Lu et al., 2011). 

Our results may shed light on the pattern of brain iron deposition, 

Fig. 3. The combined DKI-QSM composite imaging marker for diagnosis of early PD. Left: Boxplot demonstrating strong significant group difference, whose 
magnitude surpassed differences in individual measures. Right: Receiver operating characteristic curve for the classification of PD and healthy control groups (red 
line), demonstrating good classification performance and the optimal cut-point (green circle) where 86% sensitivity and 71% specificity were achieved. Receiver 
operating characteristic curves of the individual markers (bottom two rows) highlight their relative contribution and improvement achieved in the composite marker. 
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with iron deposited following the vascular anatomy of the SN and pu-
tamen. Histochemical studies have shown ferritin deposits in the neu-
ropil of the vascular network (Morris et al., 1992; Sofic et al., 1991). 
High iron content can build up in regions related to the venous drainage 
system, as shown by increase of high iron content in the basal ganglia 
structures along the venous drainage pathway over time (Liu et al., 
2016). Previous studies have also suggested that the build-up of iron in 
PD patients is a result from the loss of neuromelanin containing dopa-
minergic neurons. Neuromelanin binds to metals like iron, and hence 
with progressive increased losses of dopaminergic neurons there will be 
increased accumulation of iron, leading to neuronal vulnerability from 
the oxidative damage (Double et al., 2000; Gerlach et al., 2003). While 
susceptibility value in the putamen is known to increase with age 
(Ghassaban et al., 2019b; Gong et al., 2015; Hallgren and Sourander, 
1958), significant increases in putaminal iron have also been reported in 
PD on both post-mortem and susceptibility-weighted MRI (Wang et al., 
2016; Xuan et al., 2017). Other groups have also reported significantly 
higher susceptibility values in the SN in PD, while that in other basal 
ganglia structures did not differ between patients and controls (Ghas-
saban et al., 2019b; Murakami et al., 2015). These differences may arise 
from pathophysiologic or methodologic variations in patient recruit-
ment and nuclear segmentation between studies. Further longitudinal 
studies with standardized automated deep grey nuclear segmentation 
that fully characterize the progression of spatially differential intra-
nuclear iron deposition in the SN and basal ganglia throughout disease 
progression in PD would be helpful. 

4.2. DKI 

MK changes are thought to arise from changes in myelin, axonal and 
neuronal density, with decreases reflecting mild demyelination, histo-
logical changes in neuronal cell bodies, axon and dendrites (Gong et al., 
2013), and increases reflecting reactive astrogliosis, microgliosis and 
increased density of the myelin to cell ratio (Steven et al., 2014). MD is 
considered to reflect changes in tissue architecture from neuronal loss, 
vasogenic edema, axonal degeneration and gliosis (Assaf and Pasternak, 
2008). Significant increases of MD driven by increase in RD but not 
accompanied by changes in the DKI indices in the putamen, caudate and 
lateral SN of PD patients (Table S3) suggest greater cellular loss and 
injury as the underlying factor. 

Our results showed significant increase of FA in the caudate, in 
congruence with the literature (Atkinson-Clement et al., 2017; Zhang 
and Burock, 2020). FA is a useful measure of brain connectivity and 
microstructural diffusion properties. However, the interpretation of 
changes in FA is not straightforward in grey matter. Damage to grey 
matter could result in increased gliosis, astrocytic alterations, and other 
necrotic changes. Such changes could result in a decreased FA because of 
the increased diffusion direction-potential in the three planes, or in 
increased FA because of increased structural uniformity secondary to 
selective neurodegeneration (Stebbins, 2010), such as pruning of the 
spiny dendrites of striatal neurons which has been reported in post 
mortem studies and other pathologies (Atkinson-Clement et al., 2017; 
Villalba and Smith, 2018). 

Our results also showed increases of RD in the putamen, caudate and 
lateral SN of PD patients. An increase in RD was reported to be associ-
ated with impaired myelination and may be used as a marker of dys-
myelination (Song et al., 2002; Wheeler-Kingshott and Cercignani, 
2009). These myelin losses may lead to expansion of the extracellular 
space, leading to increased degrees of freedom for water diffusion in the 
orthogonal plane, as reflected in the increase of RD. 

4.3. QSM and DKI 

Susceptibility value on QSM in the deep grey nuclei were not 
significantly correlated with DKI indices (Table S2). However, there is 
suggestion of a trend towards association in the regions of relatively low 

susceptibility value (putamen and caudate), given the lower p values (p 
< 0.1) for these in Table S2, and congruent with the literature (Gong 
et al., 2015). The differences in patterns of association between sus-
ceptibility value and DKI indices could be explained by the differences in 
iron content in these areas (Fig. 2). Increased local magnetic suscepti-
bility due to iron may cause signal perturbation in diffusion-weighted 
images and artefactually alter diffusion indices in caudal iron-rich 
grey nuclei such as the GP and SN (Rulseh et al., 2013; Surova et al., 
2016). Increased iron can reduce the relaxation time and thus substan-
tially reduce signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), masking the effects of DKI 
(Fig. 2). Thus, a threshold for iron content may exist beyond which 
diffusion indices would be confounded. In addition, the choice of the 
diffusion model may also be a factor. Of note, in a histological validation 
study comparing the single-compartment DKI and the multi- 
compartment NODDI models in interrogating neuronal density 
through ferritin content, Gong et al found an association between 
neuronal density with susceptibility value and NODDI metrics, but not 
with DKI metrics (Gong et al., 2020). 

4.4. Composite DKI-QSM biomarker 

Using this approach, the early diagnostic composite marker suc-
cessfully distinguished early PD from controls with good accuracy at the 
optimal threshold. This approach integrating diffusion data across re-
gions and imaging modalities has been successful previously in yielding 
composite markers which relate well to diagnostic status in various 
neurological diseases (Péran et al., 2010; Welton et al., 2019), but with 
most studies only incorporating a single modality (Fang et al., 2020; 
Zhang and Burock, 2020). This is comparable to smaller studies that also 
showed good classification performance using diffusion metrics (Vail-
lancourt et al., 2009). This proposed marker should be investigated 
further in independent early PD cohorts from other centers to test its 
replicability, especially as there are other studies with different results 
(Acosta-Cabronero et al., 2017; Vaillancourt et al., 2009). There is also 
potential in using DKI-QSM to track iron deposition and tissue micro-
structural integrity in conjunction with clinical disease progression in 
larger and longitudinal PD cohort studies. Furthermore, the utility of 
DKI-QSM in distinguishing between subtypes of Parkinsonism early in 
disease presentation could be further explored, since this is a key diag-
nostic challenge. 

4.5. Limitations 

The group ratio between our PD and control groups (approximating 
3:1) was not equal in our case-control study. However, both groups were 
well matched in age (p = 0.587) and gender (p = 0.428), making our 
group comparisons valid. 

While manual ROI placement had “very good” intra-rater repro-
ducibility and “good” reproducibility between our raters, greater vari-
ance across subjects existed for DKI than QSM, especially in the SN, due 
to its small size, and poorer contrast and resolution of DKI compared to 
QSM. It is possible that less than precise manual ROI placement could 
have introduced error into our measurements, albeit efforts were made 
to exclude CSF and white matter contamination (Zhang and Burock, 
2020) using co-registered diffusion and kurtosis maps, and analysis 
performed only on measurements from Rater 1, who had repeated the 
entire set of ROI placement for all nuclei, with robust intra-rater 
reproducibility (ICC > 0.85). Our manual SN ROI approach allowed 
effective interrogation of quantitative DKI and QSM changes in the 
caudo-rostrally differential SN cell loss well-known in the literature 
(Vaillancourt et al., 2009), demonstrating higher MD in the lateral SN 
ROI in patients than controls, and in keeping with greater dorso-caudal 
dopaminergic neurodegeneration expected in PD, manifest even in our 
early PD cohort. Our DKI acquisition could also have been further 
improved by the addition of more b = 0 volumes and isotropic voxels, 
noteworthy for future longitudinal large cohort study using automated 
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SN segmentation. 
Future work combining DKI and QSM modalities should improve on 

the approach to apply common regions of interest to both images, which 
is limited by the differing contrasts, image distortion, resolutions, and 
lack of default parameters in available imaging registration tools to 
handle this. 

4.6. Conclusion 

Our results suggest that QSM and DKI are complementary tools 
which should be used together for a better understanding of the complex 
contribution of iron deposition and microstructural changes in the 
pathophysiology of PD. Future longitudinal studies exploring these 
changes in disease progression are needed to shed further light on age- 
related iron accumulation and microstructural changes. 
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